SILHOUETTED AGAINST THE SUN
YLVA BENTANCOR
In On bridges in cities with water, a group of walkers are
moving in parallel with the main character. They are called The
Walkers and could be everyone and no one, but they stick to the
group, following unspoken laws and rules. They belong
somewhere, to the group, they walk together. Silhouetted against
the sun is a phrase from On bridges, but it is applicable to this
whole album that highlights the sounds of people in different
places and situations, people in groups and people who do
things that people do nowadays, in different constellations. The
works collected here are important works in my production from
2009 to 2018. They represent my musical sound art-language.
For the best experience I would advise you to lie down on the
couch or where ever you feel comfortable and listen with a good
pair of headphones.
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Ylva Bentancor was born 1967 in Stockholm, Sweden.
After her education at the Royal Academy of Music in
Stockholm, she has worked as a freelance composer/sound
artist with various commissioned works, with collaboration
projects and as a teacher in different parts of the world.
Music, and especially the art of sound, is her forum for
processing and communicating what is happening inside and
around us. She says: ”Raising awareness of all those
pregnant, meaningful sounds of the surroundings is like
acting as a magnifier for humanity. This is how we sound.”
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On bridges in cities with water / 23:14
Music/sound art: Ylva Bentancor
Text;: Rikke Houd
Translation from Danish: Mark Walker
Voice: Johan Ehn
Instruments: Gustavo Bentancor
Bass: Mike Majkowskij
Mastering: August Bohlin/ Kyle Rosén

This is the story of the Dwarf, the Walkers, the Woman and the Child.
The Dwarf is a traveling salesman who travels through landscapes,
over bridges in cities with water. During The Dwarf's journey
everything changes, strange things happen, but for the dwarf it
seems to be the smaller, acute situations that takes priority and must
be solved along the way. Small things, but they make him reflect on
life, on where he is going as a human being rather than as a
business man, traveling from one city to another.
It is a colourful story, we watch the characters in backlit, in the sun
and the rain, during night and day, in cities and on the countryside.
The Wqlkers follow along in their colorful jackets all the way;
red, orange, green, black, blue, pink…
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Footprints of Mongolia / 14:46
Music: Ylva Bentancor
Stockholm Saxophone quartet 2009

Footprints of Mongolia describes a journey through Mongolia, from
city to steppe and desert. There are places with a particular silence
that feels like you are in a studio environment, and the slightest
scratch from the sole of a shoe could sound like an extreme noise.
The Mongols speak quietly, they have nothing to drown out. At the
same time, Buddhism and shamanism go hand in hand, without
conflict. Instead the conflicts happen between city and country. The
countryside is being sold out, which means that the mobility of the
nomads is getting more and more limited. Cities are growing far
beyond their capacity when they are flooded by shepherds who in
fact want to be somewhere else, but no longer have a choice.
Together with the Stockholm Saxophone Quartet I participated in a
festival, The Roaring Hoofs, where musicians from all over the world
make an unusual tour across the country, with an unusual audience
that travels for hours on horses and camels to a place in the middle
of nowhere to experience something unusual.

Tittytainment – Sound art / 12:12
The concept ”tittytainment” originated from presentations
during the State of the world forum at the SF Fairmont Hotel
in 1995. The discussion was about how to realise the "20/80
society" where the larger part of the population’s only
purpose is to work, produce and consume for the benefit of
the remaining 20 percent. To avoid dissatisfaction and
insurrection among the crowd they needed to spread a mix
of "stunning entertainment and adequate nutrition that can
calm the frustrated population of the world ”. So, listen to
some of the overwhelming sounds of today, from all over
the world – did they succeed? And a Thank you to the
former president of Uruguay, El Pepe Mujica, for making it
understandable with his words.
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When People
Gather –
Sound art /12:30

Ylva Bentancor
Bass: Mike Majkowskij
Bandoneon: Gustavo
Bentancor

We have a tendency to form ourselves into groups, it gives us
a sense of belonging when together we manifest our
opinions, our faith, our loyalty to a team… The question is
how does social pressure work? When it is good and when is
it bad. This work wants to highlight the beautiful and the ugly
in us as a collective, and perhaps evoke ideas of what
happens to us as individuals when we come together for a
common cause. In When people gather we can hear Mike
Majkowskij, double bass and Gustavo Bentancor, bandoneon
playing on Berlin, Germany where the sounds are collected.
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On bridges in cities with water is a part of a project named
Transit, supported by

Footprints of Mongolia was a
commission from Rikskonserter 2009

is a production from

With support from

Tittytainment were supported by Swedish Arts Grants
Committee
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Thanks to all the people that contributed to this
CD in diﬀerent ways:
Gustavo Bentancor, on bandoneon and as
instrument maker, critical sounding board and
husband
Johan Ehn, voice, translation, support
August Bohlin/Kyle Rosén, mastering
Rikke Houd, storyteller
Mark Walker, translation
Stockholm Saxophone Quartet
Mike Majkowskij, double bass
freesounds.org

